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a. This business plan is about the set up of VElectric, a firm positioned in the niche 
market of small electric vehicles. Since demand for NEV (low-speed small electric 
vehicles homologated for public road use) is still unpredictable, in this project we shall 
study only the market for “buggies” (low-speed small electric vehicles non-
homologated for public road use). Although in other countries the market is wider, the 
market research conducted for this project has revealed that in Portugal the proven 
market are the segments golf courses and Airports. These will be the target segments, 
along with security firms which are seen to use buggies in shopping centers, for 
example. Until 2015 the potential market size is 12.778 vehicles, of which, given the 
existence of direct competition, VElectric is assumed to achieve 12,5%, that is, 1598 
vehicles. 
b. In order to potentiate the business opportunity the firm will pursue an opportunistic 
outsourcing model for all non-internalised capabilities: manufacturing by the Italian 
firm ITALCAR, charging stations providing by Coulomb, with INOV CAPITAL and 
APBA for project financing and Institutional relations with APVE *1  for credibility and 
counseling and with the Mobi.e Consortium *2, responsible authority for a national 
recharge station system to enable the introduction and massification of the electric 
vehicle. Velectric will offer added value services with integrated advertising, leasing 
payment conditions and long-run maintenance services which enable differentiation and 
will also offer a price advantage over competitors. In the long run the CEO wishes to 
perform design and manufacturing of own brand (not covered in this study). 
*1 -  please consult more information on the Associação Portuguesa do Veículo Eléctrico on pages 28-36 of the annexes  
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*2 - Government, CEIIA-CE, Critical Software, EDP Inovação, EFACEC, and Novabase – please consult more information on the 
Movi.e Consortium on page 29 of the annexes 
c. The environmental context is positive to the business idea: Portugal is one of the most 
popular golf destinations with 76 current golf courses and 100 more predicted until 
2015; The Announcement of the Council of Ministers on December 3, 2009 aimed to 
create new business opportunities for the national industry and position Portugal as a 
pioneer country in electric mobility solutions. Public Institutions are now forced to 
employ at least 20% of their fleet in electric vehicles until 2015. As opportunities for 
electric vehicles grow, competitors offer increased throughout 2010 and diversified into 
different typologies (e.g.: cargo, commercial, surveillance, touristic, etc…).  
d. The Value Proposition preconizes a market-driven strategy, providing value through 
product quality, superior service, and excellence relations with customers and partners. 
e. The Mission is “to commercialize multi-sector small electric vehicles, with an allied 
advertising strategy in an end-to-end basis. Offer hassle-free services and sustainable, 
economic, ecological and socially relevant products.” 
f. Key Drivers are political (reduction of emissions and petrol dependency objectives, 
use of excedent eolic energy and allignement with National Strategic Tourism Plan), 
technological (battery autonomy, weight, size, cost and charging time, vehicle economy 
and cost of acquisition), and cultural/trendy (electric mobility buzz created by local 
communities: APVE, www.ocarroelectrico.com , www.veiculoselectricospt.com).*1 
g. Buggies are used throughout the world for many purposes. *2 The most widespread 
use is golf, where almost solely electric vehicles are employed. This segment represents 
1,8 thousand million euros with a forecasted growth of 21% of overall sector.*3 
 
*1 -  please consult political,technological and cultural key drivers on pages 39 - 50 of  the annexes  
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*2 - golf players transportation, garbage, laundry and luggage handling, surveillance by private firms and police, mobility for 
disabled people, product/materials pick-up, patient transportation in hospitals, among others. 
*3 – plese consult the INE study “Caracterização geral da oferta de golfe em Portugal” on pages 40 - 45 of  the annexes  
Apart from this segment, only security firms and the Faro Airport seem to utilize 
electric buggies in Portugal up to now. The sector of private security in Portugal has a 
business volume estimated in 708 million € and a 9,25% growth rate. In 2009, there 
were 109 enterprises with letters-patent and 70 licensed. ANA Airports presented in 
2008 a business volume of 378 million euros. According to Citigroup’s 23 September 
2009 study.*1 Government efforts will cause adoption rates to increase in the short-run.  
h. Target Markets: golf courses have the highest potential, growing to 176 courses until 
2015, with an estimated average of 43 vehicles per course. The sector of private security 
is estimated to employ circa 5164 vehicles. ANA Airports, involved in the Mobi.e 
program, will change its complete fleet of 150 vehicles into  electric ones until 2014. *2 
i. Direct competitors are 4 buggie retailers - Golfe&Jardim (Clubcar); Ecomove 
(Melex), Yamaha, and ORJ Veiculos (Teycars). Substitute products (for segments 
other than golf) are other small electric vehicles such as NEV’s, commercial vehicles, 
segways, mini-buses, and scooters. All firms within these sectors are representatives of 
international brands. Direct competitors are geographically dispersed. Velectric’s 
business can be potentiated with long-run revenues from maintenance, and price and 
differentiation advantages relative to competitors. 
j. The implementation plan requires 1,5 years, with two phases of development – one of 
previous to venture launch, and another for pilot operations. One year is assumed for 
pilot operations to enable market assessment, that is, to acquire enough information on 
demand to possibly refocus strategy, namely product offer. Financial requirements are 
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970.462 € (5533 share capital, 145.000 € from “family, friends and fools” and the 
remaining 479.900 € and 340.029 € from INOV Capital and APBA.  
*1 – please consult excerpts of the Citigroup study “All hall the electric vehicle”, 23 September 2009 on pages 51-52 of the annexes  
*2 – please consult more information on the potential of the target segments in Portugal on pages 53-54 of  the annexes  
1. Introduction 
a. This Business Plan is about the set up of a consultancy firm for sustainable and 
integrated projects using customized buggies with advertising, acquisition flexibility 
(leasing) and customer service (maintenance), and positioned in multi-sector market 
niches, differentiating through price and an end-to-end value proposition. 
b. The business model is B2B and opportunistic, by outsourcing non-internalized 
competences. The market research shows the market is segmented into clients using 
advertising (security firms and Airports) and clients not using advertising (golf 
courses).*1 The Portuguese Government commitment to employ 20% electric vehicles 
on (semi) public firms’ fleets until 2015, causes the electric vehicles market  to increase. 
c. VElectric’s competitive strategy is market-based, which is why I have proposed a 
market research questionnaire to support a customer study. It has been sent to identified 
target segments, as per benchmark with incumbent firms *2: results showed a positive 
interest in electric vehicles by the three target segments and by Town halls; however, 
buggies are not adaptable to the the latter’s needs because they cannot be used in public 
roads. The firm will pursue a market penetration strategy, benchmarking price with 
Clubcar (in the market since 1983, therefore a reference) and pricing slightly below. 
Alligned with the overall strategy, the marketing and sales strategy is focused on direct 
sales, e-commerce and advertisement. Despite of the fact that this is a niche market, it is 
therefore necessary to employ at least one salesperson, so as to implement a push 
strategy, and convince potential key customers of product/service importance. The goal 
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within the pilot operations year is to create brand awareness. Some of VElectric’s main 
processes are sales, customer service, advertising, partners intermediation and 
alignment. 
*1 – please consult the results of the conducted market research on pages 55-57 of  the annexes  
*2 - industrial parks, hotels, rent-a-cars, the Zoo, firms of the Mobi.e consortium, golf courses, security firms and Town halls. 
2. Business Description 
2.1 Historic – The CEO is Mr. Rui Santos, specialized in Operational Design 
Management and with more than 10 years experience as senior designer. VElectric will 
require a salesperson to perform Marketing and Sales and CRM. I will act as a business 
consultant to this project. The opportunity created by the potential partner ITALCAR 
goes back to the 80’s in Turin, when it was a distributor of electric vehicles 
manufactured by Melex. It was acquired in the 90’s by the american TOR International 
Group, which developed its internationalization and manufacturing potential, while 
planning and developing customized products. In the year 2000 the headquarters were 
transferred to Rivalta di Torino. In order to become a reference in the market of utility 
electric vehicles, the future strategy of this firm lies in internationalization and R&D 
efforts, which leads them to search for dealers all over the world.*1 The business idea is 
based on fast-tracking serendipity and opportunistic idea prospecting: there is a growing 
market for electric vehicles and CEO interest to take the opportunity as a lifestyle 
activity. We will study an opportunistic outsourcing model for non-internalised skills. 
The relationships between strategic and institutional partners are portrayed below:  
Figure 1) Industry Mapping: 
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    *1 – please consult more information on ITALCAR history and conditions on pages 57-60 of  the annexes 
2.2 Value of Proposition: market-driven strategy, providing value through product 
quality, superior service, and excellence relations with customers and partners. 
Vision: “To become recognized for reliability, quality, price and high service levels, 
and through this, become the niche market leader in Portugal for small electric vehicles, 
while developing a new vehicle for advertising, until 2015.” 
Mission: “To commercialize multi-sector small electric vehicles, with an allied 
advertising strategy in an end-to-end basis. Offering hassle-free service solutions and 
sustainable, economic, ecological and socially relevant products.” 
Objectives: Strategic: 1) Specialization in Retail, advertising and customer service; 2) 
develop strategic and institutional partnerships: ITALCAR, INOV CAPITAL, APBA, 
COULOMB, MOVI.E and APVE; 3) develop outsourcing relationships for legal, 
accounting, inbound and outbound logistics, garage and graphic activities; Long term: 
perform design and manufacturing of own brand (not covered in this study). 
Commercial: 4) develop a network of potential clients in target segments; 5) target a 
market share of 12,5%, until 2015.  Operational: client contact and follow up on 
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requests within 1 working day; sales cycle and cycle time for repairments within 1 
week; accomplish cycle time to new order within 1 month. 
Product | Services: electric vehicles of buggy typology, with multi-sector use; 
nevertheless the offer of ITALCAR includes other electric vehicles which can be 
advertised in the brochures of VElectric and if there is demand for them within the pilot 
year, they should be contemplated in the business plan as well.*1. Advantages of 
electric buggies are size, engine efficiency, zero emissions, silent driving, regenerative 
breaking, and charging economy. VElectric services include  consultancy and project  
*1 – please consult ITALCAR products portfolio on pages 61-83 of  the annexes  
 
integrated solutions in advertising; flexible payment (leasing) and maintenance.             
Location | Target Market:  
Figure 2) target segments characterization 
 
Security firms’ allocate vehicles to the following client segments facilities *2. This data 
is relevant  for security firms’ market size and value. *3   
Figure 3) Security firms’ clients of mobile vigilance  
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*1 – As per Securitas website -  http://www.securitas.com/pt/pt/Servicos/Vigilancia-Mobile/. The ANASP (Associação Nacional de 
Agentes de Segurança Privada) refers that in Portugal buggies are employed by Charon, Securitas, Grupo 8, Prosegur and Esegur.  
*2 – other mobile vigilance segments (bank and insurance and public administration) were excluded because they require 
homologated vehicles; multinationals were excluded to avoid overlap with firms contemplated in the segment “industries”. 
* 3 –  please consult more information on the potential of  the target segments in Portugal on pages 53-54 of the annexes 
3. Business Environment - a sales policy with leasing and maintenance ensures a 
continuous revenue throughout the life of the vehicle, while outsourced non-internalised 
activities enable lower costs and higher margins, even undercutting direct competitors*1: 
Figure 4) Service margins  
 
3.1 Market Analysis and Value Chain Analysis - The opportunity development will 
take place until 2015; this idea is sustained by INE study “general characterization of 
the golf offer in Portugal” (131,58% growth for golf courses), Citigroup 23 September 
2009 study for the uptake of electric vehicles in Europe (3%, 6% and 10%  growth for 
electric vehicles in 2012, 2013 and 2014 in countries with infrastructure); and the goals 
from the Ministry of economy and innovation postulated in the study “Portugal 
efficiency  2015”, page 15 (3% and 10% growth rate goals for 2010 and 2015). *2 
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Operation is the most costly activity in the value chain, due to externalized 
manufacturing and maintenance services costs, which indirectly also include the costs of 
procurement of raw materials and R&D. The profit margin is potentiated by Service, 
Figure 4) Value Chain and Profit Margin  
 
*1 – Clubcar buggies prices range from 5.000 to 7.000, depending on quantities purchased: up to 10 vehicles and between 30-50, 
respectively; advertising agencies like BBL Design price 160 € for similar vynil advertising. 
*2 –  Please consult excerpts from “Portugal efficiency  2015” and from the newspaper “O Público”on pages 85-86 of  the annexes 
3.2. Market Dimension 
Golf courses require an estimated 7.568 vehicles (43 vehicles per each of the future 176 
golf courses). Growth rate of buggies in Portugal varies with target market: the 131,58% 
growth for golf courses until 2015, presupposes an equal increase in vehicles, because 
buggies are used by default; but  we assume growth at rates of 3%, 6%, 10%, and 10% 
for electric vehicles until 2015 for both Airport and security firms (as indicated in 
Citigroup’s study). This is necessary, because the growth rate of 9,25% for security 
firms does not necessarily mean an increase in buggies purchase: other vehicles can be 
adopted; also we need to arbitrage the yearly growth for Airports. Security firms’ client 
businesses are estimated to be 144.792, of which 30% are assumed to use mobile 
surveillance; each firm is assumed to employ only one vehicle. The percentage of 
electric vehicles is estimated to be 30% (including segways, electric bicycles and 
buggies), of which we assume 30% to be buggies.*1 Of the 5164 vehicles obtained in 
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this way, VElectric’s market is assumed to be 12,5%, or 646 vehicles. ANA Airports 
will acquire 150 electric vehicles, of which some will be dedicated to people with 
reduced mobility (according to Mr. Nuno Costa, Marketing Department and António 
Nunes from the Shared Services of ANA Airports). According to Grace (Grupo de 
reflexão e apoio à cidadania empresarial) 1,51% of the population is estimated to have 
reduced mobility.*2 We calculate the number of passengers per hour in ANA Airports 
and obtain the required number of vehicles to attend their needs; airports with little 
traffic are assumed to require one vehicle. 12,5%, or 6 vehicles are VElectric’s market 
share. Overall sales value with 4.800 sales price is 3.950.400 €. *3 
*1 – please consult more information on the potential of  the target segments in Portugal on pages 53-54 of the annexes 
*2 - Grace, A Integração de pessoas com deficiência nas empresas: como actuar, Lisbon, may 2005, page 12 
*3– please consult decomposition of value per target segments on page 86 of  the annexes 
3.3. Market Trends – contributing for the growth potential of buggies are the national 
tourism strategy for golf, green vehicles friendly policies and mobile advertisement (the 
“Smart Fortwo” case study). *1 Also, location (the “West region”), where the warehouse 
is planned (in Parque Industrial da Venda do Pinheiro), is trying to establish itself as a 
reference for golf. In the short term: 30 new golf courses are opening throughout 2010; 
in medium term (until 2015): according to INE data, 100 new golf camps are predicted. 
According to Citigroup, by 2014 10% of overall vehicles will be electric in countries 
which invest in charging infrastructure. This may justify diversification of segments and 
typologies of vehicles. In the long term, until 2024, circa 80% of vehicles can be electric 
in such countries, according to the same study.  
4. Market Specifics 
4.1. Market Needs - Product: economic, reliable, multi-functional vehicles with 
quality, providing a good link between functionality and environmental concerns; 
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Service: flexible payment conditions (leasing), maintenance and advertising mobile 
solutions (new and appealing marketing channels).  
4.2. Market Segmentation – the market is segmented, as shown in the market research, 
into clients using advertising (security companies and Airports) and clients not using 
advertising (golf courses). 
Figure 5) Market Segments 
 
*1 – please consult information on mobile advertising on pages 87-88 of  the annexes 
4.5 Competitors | Market Rivalry - Direct competitors are 4 buggie retailers: 
Golfe&Jardim (Clubcar) and Ecomove (Melex) are APVE associates, Yamaha and 
ORJ, Veículos (Teycars) are not APVE associates. Substitute products (for segments 
other than golf) are other electric vehicles of small dimensions: NEV’s like GEM, 
Aixam, Roques and Cogervis (all three representatives of MEGA), and Intercortes 
(representative of ALKÈ); Commercial vehicles like Citroen, Fiat and Smart (potential 
entrants, forecasted for 2012, not APVE associates); incumbents: Honda and Toyota 
(with hybrids), Ecocritério (representatives of REVA); Segways, from Urban Mobility; 
Mini-buses, from Tecnobus (unique because its mode of entry was direct negotiation 
with the Portuguese government, as proof-of-concept for the Mobi.E project); and 
Scooters: Ecocritério, and Volta (representative E-Max). All firms are representatives of 
international brands. Direct competitors are geographically dispersed. The market is 
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very concentrated. The charts below offer a comparison of direct competitors products 
and services, of which one can conclude that service is the main differentiator:*1 
Figure 6) Direct Competitors comparative charts 
 
 
*1 – please consult  more information on competitors, on pages 89-90 of the annexes 
4.6 Distribution Channels | Options – To respond to a high uncertainty of demand, 
Velectric  will rent a warehouse which will be located in Parque Industrial da Venda do 
Pinheiro, both for CEO and customer convenience. Average cost per month amounts to 
1.000 €, as research conducted by the CEO showed. Awareness will be created through 
own website and presence in e-communities like Twitter and Facebook. An indirect 
sales strategy with catalogue’s distribution at installations and fairs (ExpoAuto and 
Portugal GolfShow)*1 will also be pursued, with the goal of creating brand awareness 
and expanding market share within the first year. 
4.7 Purchase policy – the following chart represents the internalized activities (black), 
and ITALCAR and Outsourced activities (blue).  
Figure 7) Internalised and externalised (partner and outsourcing) activities  
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4.9 
SWOT Analysis: Weaknesses can be overcome: 1. Develop exclusive partnership to 
ensure less risk of new entrants with equivalent products, ensuring  higher market and 
thereby justify acquisition of internalized maintenance, which is a core activity; 2. 
Webpage and Direct Sales through visits to warehouse and lead following; 3. Develop 
partnership with ITALCAR for manufacturing, R&D and training; 4. Production time 
depends on quantity demanded; increase sales to decrease manufacturing time; Threats 
*1 – please consult more information on fairs, on pages 90-92 of the annexes 
can be overcome: 1. Quality, reliability, economy, customization of products; 
maintenance, support, leasing; 2. Push strategy: free trials and promotions to key 
clients. 
Figure 8) SWOT Analysis 
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5. Competitive Strategy 
5.1 General Strategy - Outside-in/market-driven strategy. The market is consulted 
prior to venture launch to respond to key clients needs and deliver solutions that have a 
proven market. VElectric will take advantage of competitive advantages such as 
differentiation (with advertising, leasing and maintenance services), geographic 
location, political, technological and cultural advantages and of a horizontal strategy 
achieved by controlling and optimizing the linkages between product and service 
activities for greater cost efficiency and customer satisfaction. 
5.2 Positioning Statement - VElectric is the brand of electric vehicles that delivers 
highest customer service by offering end-to-end solutions especially conceived for your 
business environment. 
6. Marketing and Sales Strategy 
6.1 Marketing Strategy 
6.1.1 P&S Positioning - The firm should be well positioned in all elements: however a 
new firm will not appear reliable to customers because the  brand is unknown and risky; 
it is very important that VElectric leverages on the name from ITALCAR, a partner on 
the business for more than 20 years, and on its values of “performance, price, service 
and safety”. Offering free trials and the guarantee of maintenance can also help to gain 
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customer confidence. Sustainability is better proved through a large customer base, 
which is why the target must be set on at least 12,5% of the market share.  
Figure 9) P&S Positioning chart  - strengths and weaknesses 
 
6.1.2 Distinctive Qualities of the Products & Services - VElectric is the only brand 
that delivers advertising, and together with Golfe&Jardim, is the only one that delivers 
leasing purchase conditions and maintenance service throughout life of vehicle.  
6.1.3 Pricing Strategy - Strategy objective: “market penetration to stimulate marker 
growth and capture and hold a satisfactory market share at a profit through low prices. 
Become strongly entrenched to generate profits over long term” *1 Market research 
shows that clients value economy as the second most important feature. Outsourcing 
non-core activities reduces costs and increases margins This way new entrants are 
discouraged to enter, and penetration can be achieved in minimum time; since a large 
part of the profits comes from maintenance, long-term profits are ensured. 
*1 – Donald Kuratko and Richard Hodgetts. 2007. “ Entrepreneurship – theory, process, practice”, International Student edition, 
chapter 8, pg 256 
6.1.4 Advertising, Public Relations and Promotion Strategy - Advertising will be 
performed through direct presentations at target segments’ facilities; e-commerce 
(website with link to ITALCAR, adds in Google); out-of-home advertising (brochures 
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distribution at warehouse and fairs); presence at events (e.g.: golf tournaments); public 
relations conducted in professional fairs (e.g.: ExpoAuto and Portugal Golf Show); 
buzz-marketing created with presence on online communities (e.g.: Twitter, Facebook); 
consumer promotions: sample trials on condition to write positive reviews on webpage 
and community pages and bonus-packs (price discounts for large quantities). 
6.1.5 Marketing Specifics - Tactics - The most suitable situations to promote 
confidence and awareness in P&S are fairs where customers can do try-and-buy 
experiences; P&S visibility reaches a lot of targeted segments’ representatives and if 
trials are positive, they can induce purchase.  
6.2 Sales Strategy 
6.2.1 Distribution channels strategy - e-commerce and direct sales (lead following and 
active search). The salesperson is a key figure to implement the push strategy with key 
clients; internet is crucial to trigger the pull strategy aimed for non-target segments.  
6.2.2 Sales Force - The salesperson is responsible for both Marketing & sales and 
Service departments (mediating complaints and ensuring timely services to clients). 
6.2.3 Sales Tactics - Market prospection can be achieved both through active and 
passive search. For target markets the salesperson will have to conduct active search, 
analyzing the market evolution and prospecting target segments, forming and 
maintaining successful relationships with strategic departments of such companies. For 
non-target segments, passive search strategy involves lead following: responding to 
inquiries, referrals, and other information, obtained through website and company’s e-
mail. To improve customers’ loyalty and decrease P&S time it is essential to perform 
CRM in alignment with operational objectives: ensure client contact and follow up on 
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requests within 1 working day; accomplish sales cycle since first contact and cycle time 
for repairments within 1 week; accomplish cycle time to new order within 1 month. 
6.2.4 Sales Forecasting 12,5% of the calculated overall buggy market (1598 until 2015) 
with at least 652 buggies with advertising (higher margins). 
Figure 10) Sales forecasting per segment 
 
6.2.5 Sales, sales force’ monitoring and control - The salesperson is responsible for 
the Marketing & Sales department; reports on Key Performance Indicators results 
should be organized as exemplified in the chart below, and be monthly due to the CEO:  
Figure 11) Marketing & Sales Key performance Indicators 
 
The salesperson should then report a summary of major issues to the CEO, including 
current works and problems and corrective measures undertaken or foreseen. Incentives 
and Motivation programs encompass a fix salary of 800 €. When sales meet the 
foreseen objectives, the salesperson receives 200 € extra. Other incentives on page 18. 
7. Processes and Operations - The P&S production process if performed outside of 
VElectric’s facilities. As a retail business, the focus is on sales and customer service.  
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The processes diagram that supports the sales process is depicted below; two other 
process diagrams for customer maintenance service (unsystematic and systematic) are 
also included in the annexes.*1 
Figure 12) Sales Processes Diagram 
 
Quality control is further elaborated in the contingency plan section; it involves, among 
other activities, vehicle inspection at arrival, control of costs in repairments upon arrival 
and % problems by typology, then sent to ITALCAR to ensure quality requirements. 
Information systems are required to assist logistics, operations and infrastructure 
management: a basic management software (Gestware, Initio is an example of a 
package adapted to small firms, which organizes billing, inventory, sales, purchases,  
basic accounting and labeling. Cost: 146 €), office and design programs like Photoshop 
CS4: 900€, Illustrator CS4: 800€, Cinema 4D: 1500€ and 3D Studio Max: 2000€. 
 
8. Organization Design - All internalized activities are conducted by the CEO and the 
salesperson at his service. The industry mapping reveals the importance of the 
outsourcing and partnership relationships to complement know-how not internalized.  
*1 – please consult the diagrams for customer maintenance service on page 113 of the annexes 
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9. Management Structure | Management - Salesperson responsibilities: qualifying 
prospects, gathering presale information, closing sales, perform customer service, 
handle product distribution (control stock and overall logistics procedures) and secure 
payment. CEO responsibilities: manage outsourcing relations contracts, payments, 
receivables, HRM activities, perform design projects for customers, perform internal 
planning and quality control activities. Objectives for the project are based on the 
forecasted ROE according to the financial analysis*1: 
Figure 13) ROE for project 2010-2015 
 
Usual salary of CEO is 1.200 € Gross and salesperson’s is 1.000 € Gross (800 € fixed 
plus 200 € variable). Incentives and annual bonuses for both workers encloses 5% of the 
sales value of each vehicle divided equally, for sales 10% above forecasted each year, 
on top of the usual salaries and salesperson monthly bonuses.  
10. Human Resources Management - criteria of selection for salesperson is years of 
experience in sales and historic of achievements in the field; someone with vision and 
ambition to lead the Marketing and Sales and Service departments, able to conduct an 
informal, empowered and independent relation with CEO. The criteria for outsourcing 
relations are cost and proximity to the firms’ facilities. Track record of contingency plan 
assessments may require a change in partnerships if goals are not met. The incentives, 
motivation and rewarding systems are the same discussed in points 6.2.5 and 9. Talent 
management and career management is based on KPI’s measurements. Salesperson and 
CEO will be submitted to yearly training with ITALCAR and CEO will also attend 
yearly seminars and courses on quality management, with focus on TQM (Total   
 
*1 – Please consult the financial analysis – scenario 1 on page 102 (ratios) of the annexes  
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Quality Management); the firm should request ISO 9001 certification after the first year 
of activity, leveraging on learning and with help of APVE and IAPMEI; this will force 
the firm to periodic revisions to the system and to a tight control of quality. 
Performance evaluation systems will be based on TQM chartered measures. Examples 
are given in the annexes contingency table*1 and KPI’s for Sales Department on page 
21.  
11. Risk Analysis - Project risks identification: the project requires high upfront 
financing, 970.462 € to fund the first year’s operations (5533 € share capital, 145.000 € 
from “friends, family and fools”; and the remaining 479.900 € and 340.029 € will have 
to be acquired through Venture capitalists firms like INOV Capital and the APBA, 
respectively). It was not possible to obtain data on buggie industry risk; however, the 
closest possible benchmark, the automotive retail industry’s beta was used to compute 
the cost of capital (k). The following  firms and beta values were used as benchmarks: 
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*1 – Please see the contingency table on page 114 of  the annexes 
From this data we computed the levered betas using the formula 
 and then the costs of capital (k) 
using the formula 
. Assuming a risk-free rate of 
3,78% as preconized historical geometric average for Treasury bills*1 and a risky asset 
of 10%, we obtain the levered betas and costs of capital in the chart below. The average 
levered beta and cost of capital were computed to be 1,32 and 12,14%, respectively. 
12. Implementation Plan - divided in two phases : preparation (2010) and pilot 
operations (2011) as in the diagram below: 
Figure 16) Implementation Plan 
 
Contingency plan - A monthly contigency TQM table to address customers needs in an 
efficient manner and looking for continuous improvements is presented in the 
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annexes*2. A TQM table aligns the processes with the firm’s vision for quality, it 
requires top  
*1 – in Bodie, Zvi, Alex Kane, Alan J. Marcus. 2005. “Investments”,  McGraw-Hill, sixth edition, chapter 5, page 149 
*2  – Please see the contingency table on page 114 of  the annexes 
management support, careful planning and organization, and a monthly implementation 
and control of the processes. The contigency table focuses on key results that can be 
measured and is organized in a problem/error check sheet where the number and rate of 
occurrence for error are identified. For example, % of costs per department and activity 
or  % product complaints follow-through on time. When the sheet is complete, the 
information is put in a Pareto bar chart to give relevance to the most common problems, 
and a cumulative frequency line is constructed to identify the important few (80% of 
overall problems) that are most vital to be corrected first. After the Pareto chart is built, 
a cause-and-effect diagram explains the reasons behind identified errors and suggests 
solutions. The proposed topics are merely indicative, and can be subject to alterations 
once operations start and reveal other problems and respective applicable solutions. 
Depending on the type of problem the solution can encompass, among other things, 
change of processes, of partners or of personnel. 
13. Financial Analysis - Financing model: through bank loans (5533 €), “family, 
friends and fools” (145.000 €) Venture Capitalists (479.900€) and Business Angels 
(340.029 €). Financing supports the implementation plan milestones previewed for the 
first year of activity, after which the firm can generate enough income to support future 
investments. Assumptions: price of outsourced services is adjusted to inflation rates 
from 2011 to 2015 *1; growth rate of purchase prices and sales price for products and 
services is 4,5 % per year, assuming average increase in prices from ITALCAR in the 
future will be the same as this year’s average % growth.*2 Average collection and 
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payment time in days is assumed to be equal to the automotive sector – 90 days. The 
VAT on purchase of inventories, sales of products and services and outsourced services 
*1 – according to the source http://www.economywatch.com/ 
*2 – please consult Italcar prices chart and growth rate on page 84 of  the annexes 
is 20%, which is the standard VAT rate. The Income for tax rate is 25% and provision 
for bad debt is 5%. 
Figure 16) Main financial indicators-Main Management Ratios and KPI’s 
 
 
Figure 17) Main viability evaluation and performance indicators about the Project  
 
Sensitivity analysis approach - We shall now compare the scenario which we have 
been describing up to now, with another one for the sake of relativization of results and 
proposal of some compensating actions that may help to overcome likely problems on 
the course of the project’s execution. Scenario 1 pressuposes a higher level of 
operations costs which is due to increased purchase quantities caused by a higher 
demand, so no compensating action is required. The increase in transportation costs is 
also higher for the same reason; the firm can maintain the original plan.  
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Scenario 2 *1 pressuposes higher increase cost of raw materials: 8,2%, which was the 
increase in 2010 for the model Fairplay Fleet  model instead of 4,5% which was the 
average growth. If that happens, Velectric will have to increase sales prices or decrease  
*1 – please consult the financial analysis -  scenario 2, on pages 103-111 of  the annexes 
 
Figure 18) Sensitivity analysis: comparison of scenarios 1 and 2 
 
expenses. It also  pressuposes smaller sales as assumed in scenario 1; reasons for this 
are: 1) The market is smaller than expected: half of the golf camps will not be built, 
security firms market percentage for all assumed variables is not 30% but 15% and 
growth rate for airports and security firms is the niche scenario in Citigroup’s study; 
corrective measures encompass that expenses should be kept to the minimum and a 
diversification strategy becomes a priority; 2) The market is as expected but firm’s 
demand is lower: the firm should increase promotion to increase awareness; focus in 
improvements suggested by customers. Outbound logistics is twice the value assumed 
for scenario 1. If this is due to higher prices of transportations partner the firm should 
try to find a more convenient partner. The following chart resumes these causes and 
compensating actions : 
Figure 19) Possible causes an compensating actions for both scenarios 
  
 




Some conditions are mandatory for the success of this venture: VElectric will have to 
maintain successful relations with several strategic and institutional partners, as well as 
with key niche customers. Leveraging on political, technological, cultural and location 
trends, and on competitive advantages of price and differentiation, it will try to convince 
financing partners of its potential, and convince Italcar to grant both contractual 
exclusivity and customization. Remaining market driven (open to suggestions and 
complaints), implementing TQM policies (to monitor processes and ensure objectives 
fulfillment) and conducting a penetration strategy is crucial to thrive. 
By following this business model, the CEO shows that he is aware of his limitations and 
is willing to acquire technical training with reliable partners before assuming a more 
risky project (both financially and technically, and enjoying less reliability on the firm 
and products), encompassing design and manufacturing of own vehicle brand. 
The proposed strategy may also be reconfigured, depending on evolution of demand for 
electric vehicles, which is now taking its first steps. It is recommended a new market 
study which can potentially justify a shift in strategy (into diversification of portfolio or 
broadness of target markets) after the pilot operations, after which it may also be 
necessary to increase personnel. 
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Finally, it is important to remember that the project’s results stream from assumptions 
such as growth rate and level of sales, costs of raw materials, transportation and others, 
and if these variables change, so do results. However, in both contemplated scenarios, 
results were very good, indicating an overall low-risk project, with low required sales 
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Caracterização geral da oferta de Golfe em Portugal 
1. Enquadramento conceptual: 
O Plano Estratégico Nacional de Turismo, uma iniciativa governamental da responsabilidade do 
Ministério da Economia e Inovação define as linhas de orientação estratégica para a política de Turismo. 
Nessas linhas de desenvolvimento incluem-se a implementação e o desenvolvimento de 7 novos pólos 
turísticos e a consolidação e 
desenvolvimento de 10 produtos turísticos estratégicos. De entre estes, o Golfe é considerado uma 
alavanca fundamental para a consolidação de um turismo de excelência e deve ser encarado não como um 
desporto mas como um produto turístico (“onde há um campo de qualidade superior, haverão golfistas e 
investidores de qualidade superior”). 
• O Golfe com tripla vertente 
o Desporto 
� Expectativa de aumento do número de praticantes nacionais, dando maior dinâmica e notoriedade ao 
desporto, mais massa crítica e futuros campeões; 
� O aumento de golfistas nacionais permitirá a expansão e criação de campos de golfe em mais regiões 
de do País; 
� Atenua sazonalidade e crises turísticas; 
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� Portugal com capacidade de atracção de grandes competições de golfe (possibilidade de mencionar 
candidaturas à Ryder Cup - em curso, Sollein Cup – em ponderação -, outras)  
o Negócio 
� Pelos valores que movimenta no sector privado; 
� Pela valorização e requalificação do território e da oferta turística de qualidade; 
� Pela atracção de residentes estrangeiros de elevado poder de compra, quando associado ao turismo 
residencial; 
� Pela criação de postos de trabalho directos e indirectos, desde empregos indiferenciados a altamente 
qualificados (à semelhança do sector turístico); 
� Modelos de gestão com boas práticas de sustentabilidade ambiental, conferem prestígio ao golfe nas 
três vertentes mencionadas, permitem o desenvolvimento de tecnologias e de inovação 
o Produto turístico 
� Portugal é um dos poucos países que abraça o golfe como produto estratégico turístico, conferindo-lhe 
destaque e atribuindo-lhe investimentos consideráveis na área da promoção; 
� Estratégico para a promoção de Portugal e pela notoriedade que aporta a Portugal; 
� Capacidade de atracção de turistas/jogadores de alto dispêndio; 
� Diminui a sazonalidade 
O PENT identifica os seguintes segmentos do produto: 
o Golfe sun & fun – Golfe praticado em destinos de sol e praia, em que existe uma oferta variada de 
campos de golfe. O turista procura actividades complementares ao golfe e alojamento de 4 e 5*. 
Exemplos de destinos de golfe sun & fun, são a Espanha, Portugal, França, Itália, Florida 
o Golfe & exotic – Golfe praticado em campos situados em locais exóticos, num ambiente diferente do 
habitual. Exemplos de destinos de golfe & exotic são Marrocos, Tunísia, Turquia,Dubai, África do Sul, 
Egipto, Grécia 
o Golfe & prestígio – Golfe praticado em campos de prestígio em que se procura a singularidade e a 
exclusividade – clientes VIP. Exemplos de destinos de golfe & prestígio são a Escócia, Carolina do Sul, 
Inglaterra, Irlanda. Até à data, Portugal tem estado posicionado no segmento de mercado “Golfe sun & 
fun”, isto é, o golfe praticado em destinos sol e praia com uma oferta variada de campos. No entanto, face 
à crescente oferta de elevada categoria, em termos de campos, alojamento associado e certificações desses 
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mesmos campos, o nosso País poderá vir a posicionar-se e a competir no segmento de mercado “Golfe & 
prestige”. 
2. A oferta de Golfe em Portugal 
O mercado de golfe em Portugal (continente e ilhas), regista 82 campos de golfe, uma oferta que duplicou 
nos últimos anos e que tem adquirido uma vertente mais comercial e virada para o mercado estrangeiro. A 
saber: 
o Algarve – Principal destino de golfe, representando 45,12% da oferta de golfe em Portugal: Existem 37 
campos, 31 de 18 buracos e 6 com 9 buracos 
o Lisboa e Vale do Tejo - representa 30,48% da oferta de Golfe em Portugal. A oferta contabiliza 25 
campos, dos quais 18 são de 18 buracos e 7 de 9 buracos; 
o Porto e Norte de Portugal – 11%. A Região tem 9 campos - 4 reservados a sócios e 5 comerciais 
(embora com espaço reservado a sócios); 
o Madeira – 3,66%. Existem 3 campos, 2 na Madeira e 1 em Porto Santo. Está prevista a construção de + 
1 campo até 2010 (Ponta do Pargo); 
o Açores – 3,66%. Existe uma oferta de 3 campos (2 em S. Miguel e 1 na Terceira) 
o Centro – 4,9%. Existem 4 campos de golfe, 1 em Viseu de 18 buracos e três campos de 9 buracos 
(Curia, Quinta das Lágrimas, Coimbra e Belmonte). 
o Alentejo – 1,2%. Existe 1 campo de golfe de 18 buracos, em Tróia (Pólo Litoral Alentejano), 
encontrando-se em curso novos investimentos. 
3. Tendência de crescimento do produto Golfe 
o É uma modalidade desportiva que tem registado um desenvolvimento ímpar a nível mundial, 
ultrapassando já os 80 milhões de praticantes; 
o Regista-se um aumento acentuado do número de praticantes nacionais e uma maior oferta de campos de 
golfe- Portugal triplicou nos últimos 15 anos a oferta, possuindo actualmente 76 campos de golfe em 
actividade; o Associado ao turismo, o golfe em Portugal transformou-se numa indústria com um 
potencial de desenvolvimento muito elevado; Segundo dados de 2006, o golfe era responsável pela 
entrada de cerca de 275.000 jogadores estrangeiros por ano, que jogavam cerca de 1,4 milhões de voltas e 
geravam uma receita directa superior a 300 milhões de euros, uma receita global estimada em 1,8 mil 
milhões de euros e um milhão de dormidas; 
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o No entanto, a revisão em baixa das previsões da OMT, influi necessariamente, no comportamento do 
crescimento deste produto; 
o No âmbito dos instrumentos de gestão territorial, estão previstos mais 100 novos campos de golfe, 
o que significa que, se todos se concretizassem, o número de campos de golfe duplicaria (actualmente 
existem cerca de 80). Só desde 2008 esses instrumentos prevêem mais 39 campos em diversos concelhos; 
(Fonte: Direcção de Qualificação da Oferta); 
o No que toca aos pareceres emitidos a projectos de empreendimentos turísticos com componente golfe 
totalizam-se, desde 2008, 14 pareceres emitidos a novos projectos de golfe. (Fonte: Direcção 
deQualificação da Oferta) 
4. Impactes económico da indústria de Golfe: 
• Importância do golfe na Economia nacional 
o 300 Mil jogadores (turistas) 
o 1,4 Milhões de voltas 
o 1,1 Milhões de dormidas 
o 1,8 mil milhões de euros em receitas 
� = a 1.25% do PIB Nacional 
� = a 14% do PIB turístico 
(Fonte: Estudo “Produto Golfe” no âmbito do PENT, THR, 2006) 
• Comportamento das receitas obtidas pelos campos de golfe em 
Portugal 
o Em 2008, o volume médio de receitas dos campos de golfe em Portugal foi de 1.508.226 €, o que 
representa um decréscimo de 1,7% face a 2007. No entanto, em termos médios nacionais, o valor médio 
do Revenue per Utilized Round (RevPUR) teve um aumento de 0,6% face a 2007 (com especial 
incidência no Algarve onde a 
indústria é mais dinâmica). 
o Apesar da actual contracção económica, o Gross Operating Profit (GOP) médio por campo de golfe 
sofreu um aumento a que corresponde uma margem média (Gross Operating Profit Margin) de 13%. 
(Fonte: Relatório Anual CNIG) 
• Cobertura de televisiva internacional 
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o O Golfe representa cerca de 2000 horas de TV/ano, das quais cerca de metade em directo 
5. Aposta do Turismo de Portugal no golfe 
o O Turismo de Portugal IP e o sector público e privado vão investir cerca de 25 milhões de euros no 
plano de promoção do golfe para o triénio entre 2007 e 2009. 52% da verba vai ser investida pelo 
Turismo de Portugal IP e os restantes 48% pelo sector público e privado local. 
o Tendo como objectivos estratégicos atenuar a sazonalidade, captar mais turistas com maior rendimento, 
melhorar a competitividade dos destinos e aumentar a notoriedade de Portugal como destino de golfe, o 
plano prevê um crescimento total do sector estimado em 21%, garantindo mais de dois mil milhões de 
euros de receitas. Algarve, Lisboa (Estoril, Costa Azul e Oeste) Madeira e Açores, são as regiões 
portuguesas definidas como prioritárias pelo Turismo de Portugal. 
6. Modelo de negócio para o desenvolvimento do produto Golfe 
Segundo o PENT, os principais objectivos para o desenvolvimento do produto “golfe” e do respectivo 
modelo de negócio são: 
• Criação de pacotes combinados envolvendo transferes, alojamento, green fees, welness, actividades 
náuticas e culturais, permitindo associar o golfe ao entretenimento; 
• Criação de clínicas e escolas de golfe; 
• Captação de novos sectores de mercado (mulheres, jovens, incapacitados, etc…); 
• Organização de grandes eventos, com especial relevância para a promoção anual de torneios de 
referência, em Lisboa e no Algarve; 
• Promover a construção de campos desenhados por arquitectos de renome; 
• Promover a criação e oferta de campos com níveis diferenciados de handicap; 
• Criação, até 2015, de 80 campos de golfe com standards de qualidade, dos quais pelo menos 40 no 
Algarve; 
• Intervenções coordenadas com outros produtos que envolvam urbanismo, ambiente e paisagem; 
• Redução da sazonalidade através da potenciação do golfe; 
• Melhoria dos acessos a Portugal desde os principais mercados emissores; 
• Criação de portal oficial de golfe em Portugal. 
Os mercados geográficos prioritários para Portugal são a Alemanha, o Reino Unido, a Escandinávia, 
Itália, França (1ª prioridade) e Espanha, Holanda e Irlanda (2ª prioridade). 
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7. Projectos em curso 
o Foi assinado, em 2007, um Protocolo com a Associação Portuguesa de Gestores de Golfe que tem por 
objectivo a promoção e o desenvolvimento de acções de formação que tenham como finalidade melhorar 
a qualificação, aperfeiçoamento e/ou especialização dos quadros e executivos dos campos de golfe. 
(Fonte: Direcção de 
Formação) 
o Com o enquadramento dado pelo Plano Estratégico Nacional do Turismo, o Turismo de Portugal, I.P. 
em articulação com os principais interlocutores do sector, tem em curso o desenvolvimento e a 
dinamização de uma rede de partilha de informação, conhecimento, promoção e comunicação sobre a 
actividade do golfe em Portugal 
envolvendo os players, públicos e privados, ligados à indústria do golfe e concretizando, assim, uma das 
principais conclusões resultantes do I Encontro Internacional: “Portugal, destino competitivo de Golfe”, 
evento realizado em Junho de 2008 e que trouxe a Portugal experiências inovadoras e alguns dos maiores 
experts, caso de Severiano Ballesteros, Bob Hunt ou Martin Ebert. 
o No que se refere à captação de eventos de elevada projecção internacional, o Turismo de Portugal 
encontra-se envolvido na candidatura de Portugal à Ryder Cup em 2018. 
o Portugal participa activamente nos trabalhos do Working Group Golf  (WG 4), grupo de trabalho 
específico para os assuntos do golfe criado no âmbito do TC 228 da ISO – “Tourism and related 
services”, o qual tem como objectivo a definição dos referenciais normativos para a criação de uma 
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Prós e Contras  
O veículo eléctrico constitui a melhor solução de mobilidade para responder às questões actuais do 
aquecimento global, da qualidade do ar que respiramos e da dependência que existe dos combustíveis 
fosseis. Todos os que querem contribuir para um mundo mais ecológico têm agora a possibilidade de tirar 
partido das vantagens dos veículos eléctricos, uma vez que o seu uso será cada vez mais massificado.  
Há dois factores que estão a tornar o veículo eléctrico cada vez uma solução de mobilidade mais viável. 
Por um lado a evolução tecnológica ao nível das baterias, com tempos de carga menores, maior 
autonomia, maior potência, etc. Por outro um preço cada vez mais competitivo, principalmente quando se 
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As vantagens dos veículos eléctricos são:  
Maior eficiência do motor: Os veículos eléctricos utilizam tipicamente entre 0.1 a 0.23 kw/h por 
quilómetro. Aproximadamente metade deste consumo é derivado da ineficiência do processo de carga das 
baterias. A média de consumo equivalente para um veículo a gasolina é de 0.98kw/h por quilómetro, 
sendo assim bastante menos eficiêntes que um veículo eléctrico. 
Zero-Emissões: o veículo eléctrico é a única solução 100% Zero-Emissões em utilização. Zero-emissões 
inclui zero ruídos, zero emissões de gases efeito de estufa e zero emissões de poluentes. 
Condução silenciosa: os Veículos Eléctricos oferecem uma experiência de condução caracterizada por 
uma deslocação do veículo mais silenciosa e suave. Isso é conseguido pela ausência de várias peças 
móveis no motor, pelo ruído da combustão, mas também pela ausência do sistema de escape uma das 
principais fontes de ruído num automóvel. 
 
Custos de utilização: o custo da energia eléctrica dispendida por veículos eléctricos com um sistema de 
armazenamento de energia em baterias corresponde a um terço do valor do custo do combustível utilizado 
por veículos com motores de combustão interna, para a mesma distância percorrida e em condições 
idênticas de utilização. Para além disso os veículos eléctricos têm menos custos de manutenção já que não 
precisam de mudanças de óleo frequentes e outras operações de manutenção pois os motores tem menos 
peças móveis no motor.  
Travagem regenerativa: A travagem regenerativa utiliza o facto de um motor eléctrico poder funcionar 
como gerador. O motor eléctrico é usado como gerador durante a travagem do veículo e a saída produzida 
após convertida é usada para recarregar as baterias, ou seja, o veículo devolve energia ao sistema. Durante 
o processo de travagem, as ligações do motor são alteradas de modo a que o motor funcione como 
gerador. 
Condução: Os veículos eléctricos tem uma condução agradável, dispensando pedal de embraiagem e 
caixa de condução. Tanto para cidade como em situações em que seja necessário fazer uma aceleração 
mais fervorosa não é preciso ter em atenção a caixa de velocidades. O binário dos motores eléctricos é 
constante a qualquer rotação, podendo proporcionar performances interessantes. 
 
Menos impostos e incentivos: os automóveis eléctricos actualmente beneficiam de ausência de ISV e 
Imposto de circulação. Os governos de Portugal e de muitos outroas países estão também a oferecer 
subsídios para conseguirem uma maior penetração no mercado destes veículos.  
Desvantagens: 
Baterias: uma das grandes desvantagens das baterias é o seu peso. Embora tenha havido avanços 
tecnológicos, para que as baterias proporcionem uma autonomia interessante, ainda pesam bastante. Por 
ex as baterias do Tesla roadster de iões de lítio pesam 450kg. O tempo de vida útil de um conjunto de 
baterias poderá andar entre os 160.000km e os 200.000km, o que aliado ao seu custo pode ser uma grande 
desvantagem ter que incorrer no custo de um conjunto novo ao fim destes quilómetros. O funcionamento 
das baterias a baixas temperaturas também não é o melhor, havendo perda de eficiência.  
Autonomia: Também directamente relacionado com as baterias, o seu tamanho e tecnologia usada, a 
autonomia dos veículos eléctricos ainda é limitada quando comparada com um veículo com motor de 
combustão. A autonomia poderá andar entre os 100km e os 200km em média consoante o tipo de veículo.  
Tempo de carga: As baterias de iões de lítio já permitem que quando carregadas em locais específicos 
possam atingir cerca de 80% da sua capacidade em cerca de 15 a 20m. A carga total, quando efectuada 
em casa numa tomada normal de 220v pode durar ente 6 a 8 horas.  
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Custo de aquisição: apesar dos custos mais baixos de operação, os veículos eléctricos apresentam em 
contrapartida um custo de aquisição normalmente mais elevado, devido ao facto de ser produzido em 
pequenas séries. O custo das baterias ainda é uma componente considerável do custo total.  
Produção de electricidade: dependendo da forma como é produzida a electricidade, pode haver 
emissões de CO2 relacionadas com a circulação dos veículos eléctricos.  
http://www.veiculoselectricospt.com/pros-e-contras/ 
Fábrica de baterias para carros eléctricos confirmada 
Por admin ⋅ 20 Julho 2009 ⋅ Commentar  
Tags  Espanha, fábrica, França, Inglaterra, iões de, iões de lítio, Nissan  
Conforme se desejava e previa, afinal, Portugal sempre terá uma das fábricas de 
produção de baterias para os novos veículos eléctricos. A fábrica de produção de baterias de iões de lítio 
para carros eléctricos foi anunciada hoje mesmo pela Nissan em comunicado. A outra fábrica a instalar 
pelo construtor automóvel nipónico será em Inglaterra, o que não deixa de ser sintomático, pois para além 
das criações criadas à massificação do carro eléctrico em Portugal, a Inglaterra foi outro dos países que 
também deu passos no sentido de propiciar condições à utilização dos carros eléctricos, conforme aqui 
demos notícia. Portugal e Inglaterra ganharam um corrida onde também estavam em confronto a França e 
a Espanha.  
A fábrica de baterias para veículos eléctricos a instalar em Portugal produzirá sessenta mil equipamentos 
por ano, num investimento de 250 milhões de euros. Os mesmos números apontam para a criação de 
duzentos postos de trabalho. 
A localização específica da fábrica ainda não foi divulgada. Pelos vistos existem várias alternativas em 
fase de estudo, e em breve a Nissan anunciará aquela pela qual optou. 
Baterias de carros eléctricos para armazenar a energia eólica 
Por admin ⋅ 11 Agosto 2009 ⋅ Commentar  
Tags  baterias eléctricas, energia eólica  
 
Já tínhamos aflorado este tema aqui no blog. Hoje retomámo-lo a propósito de uma  notícia da RTP1 
sobre a estratégia da Dinarmarca para a produção própria de energia. Uma mais valia porventura não 
nuclear, mas ainda assim importante dos carros eléctricos, é a capacidade para que nas suas baterias 
eléctricas possa ser armazenada energia, nomeadamente a energia eólica excedente que vai sendo 
produzida de noite, e que é necessário armazenar de alguma maneira, pois a essas horas o consumo é 
diminuto. A Dinamarca vê neste procedimento a possibilidade de continuar a desenvolver o sector eólico 
sem desperdício de energia. 
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Em 2020, a Dinamarca espera produzir através da energia eólica, metade da electricidade consumida, 
tendo para tal a necessidade de desenvolver e reforçar a sua rede de distribuição energética, garantindo o 
equilíbrio do sistema.  
Os carros eléctricos, cujo potencial a Dinamarca também quer explorar, e que também lá disporão de uma 
rede de infra-estruturas operacional no ano de 2011, vão contribuír para este propósito, armazenando nas 
baterias eléctricas o excesso de energia produzida. 
Pode dar-se o caso até, de que para além de armazenar a energia, esse armazenamento resulte em 
dividendos financeiros para os seus proprietários. Pense-se no carro eléctrico ligado à rede eléctrica, mas 
também à Internet, monitorizando o preço da energia, que poderá variar ao longo do dia em função da 
demanda da mesma. 
O veículo eléctrico que simplesmente está parado na garagem, pode automaticamente armazenar energia 
de noite – comprando-a quando esta é mais barata – e vender energia de dia, quando a procura é maior e 
faz com que o preço da energia aumente. 
 
 
Portugal vai ser líder nos carros eléctricos 
Por admin ⋅ 24 Julho 2009 ⋅ Commentar  
Tags  Better Place, energias renováveis, incentivos, Josh Steinmann  
 
A empresa norte-americana Better Place, líder mundial em sistemas de gestão de carros eléctricos, 
considera que Portugal vai ter um mercado líder na área dos carros eléctricos devido aos incentivos às 
energias renováveis, à vontade política e à abertura da população às novas tecnologias. Josh Steinmann da 
Better Place, refere factos passados como a rápida adopção de telemóveis em Portugal e o uso dos cartões 
multibanco para concluir que o povo português dispõe de uma certa aptência pelas novas tecnologias, que 
poderá ser determinante também no domínio dos veículos eléctricos. 
Este especialista reforçou o seu diagnóstico, constatando o volume de energias renováveis que está a ser 
instalado no nosso país, e a liderança política favorável ao carro eléctrico, demonstrada na forma de 
recentes incentivos económicos que foram anunciados. 
Fábrica de baterias trará tecnologia importante 
Por admin ⋅ 20 Julho 2009 ⋅ Commentar  
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A EFACEC é a empresa portuguesa que lidera o consórcio para a construção da rede de abastecimento de 
veículos eléctricos em Portugal.  
A propósito do anúncio de que a NISSAN trará para Portugal uma das suas fábricas de baterias eléctricas, 
o Grupo que se expandiu do Porto para o Mundo, considera extremamente importante a instalação em 
Portugal da fábrica de baterias da Nissan, uma vez que a bateria é a tecnologia mais avançada que 
equipará um carro eléctrico podendo as empresas portuguesas vir a tirar grandes benefícios da 
proximidade dessa unidade produtiva. 
Nestes mercados muito novos e com tecnologias muito novas é vital estar junto dos pólos onde estão a ser 
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empresas de shipping  
http://www.europages.pt/anuario-empresas/did-mer20/hc-20550B/resultados.html 
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transportes públicos - http://internetparatodos.blogs.sapo.pt/180745.html 
Industry  








Resorts - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Seaside_resorts_in_Portugal 
Politécnicos - http://www.a3es.pt/pt/ligacoes/ensino-politecnico 
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Results of the conducted market research 
Survey – responses from segments using electric buggies – potential customers 
 
*1 - Serviços gerais   de estafetagem e apoio a serviços técnicos de manutenção e outros a operarem  em areas circunscritas, 
designadamente nas áreas geográficas dos aeroportos e limítrofes. Serão mais veículos para serviços gerais, eventualmente 
carga/descarga. 
*2 - Prevemos desenvolver um plano de renovação gradual da frota corrente, actualmente composta por cerca de 150  veiculos de 
diversas tipologias (passageiros, mistos e comerciais), durante 3 a 4 anos, consoante as tipologias de veículos que vierem a ser 
lançados no mercado.(O número indicado é para) todos os Aeroportos (da ANA) 
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*1 - Veículos comerciais para a equipa de vendedores. 
*2 - Para utilização do executivo camarários e restantes serviços.  
*3 - Veículos utilitários para as deslocações de funcionários do Município, particularmente em acções de fiscalização e outras, na área 
da Cidade de Castelo Branco. 
*4 - transporte de expediente; transporte de passageiros e pequenas cargas 
*5 - Não devido à dimensão da empresa, mas se fosse maior, sim pois permitiria uma redução significativa nas despesas do 
combustível. Além de ser um investimento na qualidade do ambiente. 
*6 - No âmbito da participação no Plano Nacional de Mobilidade, e da adesão ao programa URBACT e CIVITAS é intenção do 
município elaborar um conjunto de boas práticas de mobilidade sustentável, desenvolve-las e implementa-las, sendo que com isso 
incrementará na região novas áreas de negócio das quais decorre a aquisição de veículos eléctricos.   
*7 - O Município de Castelo Branco está envolvido no consórcio Mobie.E. 
*8 - Considero importante. Tentava substituir algumas viaturas ligeiras e pesadas caso os respectivos desempenhos fossem satisfatórios 
*9 - Não fazemos publicidade nos nossos carros, somos revendedores e não queremos induzir os clientes finais em erro. 
*10 - Dependendo da publicidade, sim. Será um bom veiculo de divulgação a aplicação de publicidade referente aos programas de 
mobilidade.  
*11 - No caso particular, apenas publicidade institucional. 
*12 - Sim, pelo papel preponderante da autarquia na educação ambiental dos municipes 
*13 - Sim. É uma forma de publicidade itinerante, que permite levar a informação a um grande leque de potenciais compradores. 
*14 - Sim. Porque são meios de divulgação rápida, apelativos que abrangem uma vasta área geográfica e como tal chegam à população 
em geral.  
*15  - Sim. A ideia da mobilidade eléctrica é “sexy” e tem um forte apelo, conjugando modernidade e sustentabilidade ambiental. 
*16 - Sim, dado o exemplo e o compromisso assumido pelo municipio ao nivel ambiental e socialmente responsaveis e o conributo do 
municipio para o cumprimento dos objectivos definidos no plano nacionalpara as alterações climáticas (PNAC) nomeadamente ao nivel 
do transporte e para o cumprimentos da meta do triplo 20 
 
More  information on ITALCAR history  
ITALCAR was founded in the 80’s in Turin, where is first operated with the name Green Company, as a 
distributor of electric vehicles manufactured by Melex, in various European markets. It was acquired in 
the 90’s by the American group TOR International Group, which developed its internationalization 
potential and also initiates activities as a manufacturer of electric vehicles (called Neighborhood Electric 
Vehicles - NEV) while planning and developing customized products to satisfy the needs of an 
increasingly large and diversified market. In the year 2000 the Green Company's headquarters were 
transferred to Rivalta di Torino in order to combine the operative office with the production plant. There 
has occurred a shift in strategy which allocated the R&D division to the centre, which resulted in 
increasing know-how and a marketing strategy that allowed Green Company to become a reference in the 
market of utility electric vehicle. In 2003 a partnership with T.Car, also italian, enabled ITALCAR to 
focus on electric development of T.Car's existing models (previously Diesel and gas powered) as well as 
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part of its marketing. By 2005 Green Company acquired T.Car and changed its name to ITALCAR S.p.A. 
At the core of the future strategy of this firm lie internationalization and R&D efforts, which makes them 
look for potential dealers all over the world.  
Early 80's: 
Green Company s.r.l (today ITALCAR) is incorporated with headquarters in Turin. Operates first as a 
distributor of electric vehicles manufactured by Melex, in various European markets.  
 
Late 90':  
TOR International Group, an American company with headquarters in Miami Beach (Florida, USA) buys 
100% of Green Company. The international development of Green Company starts.  
Thanks to this new development, Green Company translates its original activity as a distributor into the 
one of a manufacturer of electric vehicles (called Neighborhood Electric Vehicles - NEV) while planning 
and developing customized products to satisfy the needs of an increasingly large and diversified market.  
 
Year 2000:  
Green Company's headquarters are transferred to Rivalta di Torino in order to combine the operative 
office with the production plant.  
During the following years the R&D division becomes a key aspect for the company's strategy. As a 
result it develops a know-how and marketing strategy that allow Green Company to become a reference 
in the market of utility electric vehicle  
The continuous collaboration with international entities that operate in the electric vehicle components 
and technological fields, combined with a constant interest in research and development pushes the 
company to go beyond its original scope...  
 
Year 2003:  
Green Company develops a partnership with T.Car, a company with headquarters in Atessa (southern 
Italy) already manufacturer of Minicars with Diesel and Gas engines. Green Company handles the electric 
development of T.Car's existing models as well as part of its marketing.  
 
Year 2004:  
Green Company develops a cooperation with an Asian partner for the distribution of golf and light utility 
electric cars leveraging proprietary know-how and technology obtained during years of experience while 
putting on the table the latest projects planned in Research and Development.  
 
Year 2005:  
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Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Torinter@aol.com 
Date: May 5, 2010 5:49:59 PM GMT+01:00 
To: r_alex.santos@sapo.pt 
Cc: massimo.versino@italcar.com 
Subject: Re: Fw: ITALCAR: Request of franchising 
  
Thanks for your request and I reply to your various questions below. We are available to export our vehicles to Portugal having in 




Tel: +39 0119040225 
Fax:+39 0119032986 
Cell Int:+39 3356249851 
Web-site:www.italcar.com 
E-mail:torinter@aol.com 
Skype: torinter  
In a message dated 5/5/2010 11:41:04 A.M. Romance Daylight Time, laura.menegon@italcar.com writes: 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Rui Santos" <r_alex.santos@sapo.pt> 
To: <laura.menegon@italcar.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2010 10:43 PM 
Subject: ITALCAR: Request of franchising 
 
> Questa è una e-mail di richiesta da http://www.italcar.com/ 
> Rui Santos <r_alex.santos@sapo.pt> 
> 
> To the Administration: 
> 
> My name is Rui Santos and I hereby would like to express my interest in  
> collaborating with your company, as a franchisee, in the Portuguese market.  
> I would therefore appreciate all relevant information on franchising  
> opportunities for your Brand in Portugal. 
> 
> My goal would be to start operations by 2011,so  I am applying for  
> financing programs now; for this purpose I need a rough business plan, and  
> the necessary structure of costs is therefore of urgency in order to  
> qualify. My project is leveraging on the current opportunity created by  
> the Portuguese Government in the context of the Mobi.e Program, so I  
> believe there is a solid niche market in my country. To know more about it  




> I therefore request all information you can provide for potential  
> franchisees, namely: 
> - is this opportunity available? Yes it is 
> - Is the strategic model pre-defined or can the franchisee position the  
> brand according to country's specifics? Unfortunately I think we cannot make too many customization also being the volumes for 
your market I imagine not so big to justify tooling etc for any big change to existing cars 
> - Is there any entry requirement(s)? Do you consider offering exclusivity contracts? Not specifically. We cannot grant exclusivity 
if there are not some initial volume commitment and purchasing. 
> - Do you offer customer assistance? In what way? 
We offer technical training for after sales people   
> - Would you be willing to be represented by a franchisee who commercialized other brands? Yes, but not in competition with out 
products 
> - Do you provide help on marketing strategies and costs? Not specifically 
> - What is your model for royalties? None. 
> - Who is responsible for vehicles and materials transportation (the  
> franchisee)? We can sell either Ex Works or Delivered, I think depending who can find the lowest transportation costs 
> - Do you work with any charging station provider? No 
> And/or any other information you may consider relevant for the subject. If you are seriously interested about starting a business as 
you describe, it would be good to visit us ,in order to meet in person and see and test our electric cars. Best Regards, Enrico 
Chevallard 
> 
> Thank you in advance for your kind attention, and maximum possible sense of  
> urgency, and may this first contact bring interesting business  
> perspectives for both parts involved. 
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> 
> Kind Regards, 
> Rui Santos 
> 
> Telefono: 




> Sender IP: 85.245.37.101 
>  
Begin forwarded message: 
 
From: Torinter@aol.com 
Date: May 10, 2010 1:04:03 PM GMT+01:00 
To: r_alex.santos@sapo.pt 
Subject: Re: ITALCAR: Request of franchising 
 




Tel: +39 0119040225 
Fax:+39 0119032986 





In a message dated 5/10/2010 11:13:15 A.M. Romance Daylight Time, r_alex.santos@sapo.pt writes: 
Dear sir Enrico Chevallard:  
  
As a collaborator in charge to write the business plan for Mr. Rui Santos, with which we intend to apply for a financing program 
after this June, I would like to pose the following questions, for which I thank in advance your considerate attention: 
  
-Since it is possible to provide the vehicles already assembled, would it be possible to share with us the costs of the vehicles with the 
transport included? Sorry but I do not understand the question. From our price list we can sell either Ex Works or if we take care of 
shipping we must charge the full costs.  
-  Could you give us an idea of how many vehicles could come at the same time, and number of days until delivery (the warehouse 
zone will be close to Lisbon, only about 50 km away) On a Truck you can load just about 4 cars and the lead time depends on 
volumes ordered and availability. Usually for quantities at or above 5 pieces it takes about 10 days; if volume is smaller, in the worst 
case can become 45 days!! 
  
- should the vehicles be purchased and paid upon our request to your factory, or only upon sales? Within how many days is your 
usual practice? Cars must be paid when they are shipped from our place. No payment terms can be accepted. Sorry  
 
- Is it recommendable to find a garage nearby to provide technical help for eventual problems that can appear in the vehicles, or 
should we assume all damaged vehicles should be resent to your installations for post-sales services?  
 Yes you should have local repair service with clients. 
  
Finally and very important: you mentioned that segments with higher use of these vehicles are hotels, resorts, industry and the 
airports - in Portugal we seem to find that Airports and golf camps are the most promising segments. Do you happen to know of any 
industry, resort and hotel chain that uses these vehicles extensively, for market computation purposes? Mostly all golf courses use 
them and also  Campings, resort and many other application like big industries, Ports, etc.......... 
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 ITALCAR products portfolio 
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Velectric prices chart and growth rate of purchase quantities  
Here attached are our current price list and the new one that will be effective May 24th. 
  





Tel: +39 0119040225 
Fax:+39 0119032986 
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Excerpt from “O Público” -  “O Público, Fiscalização à segurança privada quase 
que triplicou em 2009 e infracções aumentaram 70%” 
Segundo um documento distribuído hoje pelo secretário de Estado Adjunto e Administração Interna, 
Conde Rodrigues, aos deputados da Comissão Parlamentar dos Assuntos Constitucionais, Direitos, 
Liberdades e Garantias, as forças de segurança realizaram 4266 acções de fiscalização ao setor da 
segurança privada em 2009, enquanto em 2008 tinham sido efectuadas 1589. 
 
Os dados mostram também que foram controlados pelas forças de segurança cerca de 13 mil vigilantes 
em 2009. 
 
O documento, que faz uma caracterização do setor e foi elaborado pela PSP, indica também que as 
infracções detectadas aumentaram cerca de 70 por cento, tendo passado das cerca de 1400 em 2008 para 
2432 em 2009. 
 
Apesar do aumento das infracções, no ano passado houve menos 28 por cento de crimes relacionados com 
o exercício ilícito de segurança privada. Enquanto em 2008 registaram-se 275 crimes, em 2009 esse 
número diminuiu para 196. 
 
Segundo o documento, os crimes estão relacionados com exercício ilegal, posse de arma proibida e 
agressão a equipa de fiscalização. 
 
Os dados entregues aos deputados por José Conde Rodrigues indicam, também, que as coimas aplicadas 
no ano passado ascenderam a 3,74 milhões de euros e que em 2009 foram desencadeados 2207 processos 
de contra ordenação, tendo transitado 9695 de 2008. 
 
Com um volume de negócios estimado em 708 milhões de euros e com uma taxa média de crescimento 
de 9,25 por cento, o sector da segurança privada em Portugal emprega 40718 vigilantes. 
 
O número de seguranças tem vindo a aumentar desde 2005, tendo no ano passado registado um acréscimo 
de 1250 vigilantes em relação a 2008. 
 
O documento refere, também, que foram concedidas mais 15 licenças e quatro alvarás no ano passado 
face a 2008. 
 
Em 2009, existiam 109 empresas com alvarás e 70 com licenças 
http://www.publico.pt/Sociedade/fiscalizacao-a-seguranca-privada-quase-que-triplicou-em-
2009-e-infraccoes-aumentaram-70_1429220 
Decomposition of value per target segments 
Typolog












GOLF security vehicles 5164 646 917.910,00 € 
1.339.200,00 
€ 421.290,00 € 
  
ANA reduced 
mobility 46 6 9.870,00 € 14.400,00 € 4.530,00 € 




€ 816.910,00 € 




€ 1.242.730,00 € 
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More information on competitors 
GOLF                       
2 Pax 
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight Speed (Km/h) Autonomy (Km) battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar   360 
250 (no 
batteries) 18 24 90 110 48 volts 3,7 Kw 10 Model A2D 
Clubcar 5000 - 7000   
224,5 (no 
batteries) 8 30,6     
48 volts (6 of 8 
volts) 2,24 Kw 10 
Model precedent i2 
eletric 
Yamaha     
243 (no 
batteries) 24 31     
48 volts (4 of 12 
volts) 2,6 Kw   G29E 48 Volt 
Melex     
420 (with 
batteries)   24     48 volts 2,8 Kw   Model 627 Golf 
Italcar 3290 (cost)   
493 (with 





extras) Loading  Weight Speed (Km/h) Autonomy (Km) battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar   360 
350 (no 
batteries) 18 24 90 110 48 volts 3,7 Kw 10 Model A4D 
Clubcar   362,9 
333 (no 
batteries) 8 30,1     
48 volts (6 of 8 
volts) 2,24 Kw 10 Model villager 4 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex     
555 (with 
batteries)   35     48 volts 2,8 Kw   Model 943 
Italcar 3540 (cost) 380 
610 (with 
batteries)   26 60   48 (6 of 8 volts) 3 Kw   




extras) Loading  Weight Speed (Km/h) Autonomy (Km) battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar   360 
350 (no 
batteries) 18 24 90 110 48 volts 3,7 Kw 10 Model A4D+2 
Clubcar   681     27,3     
48 volts (6 of 8 
volts) 2,24 Kw 10 Model villager 6 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex     
420 (with 
batteries)   25     48 volts 2,8 Kw   Model 666 
Italcar 4860 (cost)   
690 (with 
batteries)   33 80   48 (6 of 8 volts) 4 Kw   Model Attiva 6 L.2 
LEISURE                       
6 Pax 
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight 
Speed 
(Km/h)   
Autonom
y (Km)   battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar   360 
350 (no 
batteries) 18 24 90 110 48 volts 3,7 Kw 10 Model A4D+2 
Clubcar   681     27,3     
48 volts (6 of 8 
volts) 2,24 Kw 10 Model villager 6 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex     
420 (with 
batteries)   25     48 volts 2,8 Kw   Model 666 
Italcar 4860 (cost)   
690 (with 
batteries)   33 80   48 (6 of 8 volts) 4 Kw   Model Attiva 6 L.2 
8 Pax 
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight 
Speed 
(Km/h)   
Autonom
y (Km)   battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar   360 
350 (no 
batteries) 18 24 90 110 48 volts 3,7 Kw 10 Model A8D 
Clubcar   681     27,3     
48 volts (6 of 8 
volts) 2,24 Kw 10 Model villager 8 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Italcar 5790 (cost)   
730 (with 
batteries)   33 70   48 (6 of 8 volts) 4 Kw   Model Attiva 8 L.2 
SHOP & 
DRINK                       
1 Pax 
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight 
Speed 
(Km/h)   
Autonom
y (Km)   battery Motor 
Chargin
g Source 
  Minimum 
capacity 
(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar case by case ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Clubcar     
668.6 (no 
battery)   20,9     
12 volts (500 
CCA) 9,7 Kw 10 
Mobile Merchandising 
brochure 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Italcar ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
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PROFESSIONAL                     
Small  
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight 
Speed 
(Km/h)   
Autonom






(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar case by case ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Clubcar   363,2 
240,6 (no 
batteries)   30,6     48 volts 2,24 Kw 10 Model carryall 1 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex   150 (box) 
565 (with 
batteries)   25     48 volts 2,8 Kw   Model 845 
Italcar 3510 (cost)   
520 (with 
batteries)   26 60   48 (6 of 8 volts) 3 Kw   Model Attiva B2.2 
Large  
Price (no 
extras) Loading  Weight 
Speed 
(Km/h)   
Autonom






(kg) (Kg) Min Max Min 
Ma
x   Kw 
duration 
(hours)   
Teycar case by case ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Clubcar   681 839   27,3     48 volts 2,4 Kw 10 Model carryall 6 
Yamaha ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Melex   450 (box) 
645 (with 
batteries)   25     48 volts 3,9 Kw   Model 967 
Italcar 4940 (cost)   
677 (with 
batteries)   33 80   48 (6 of 8 volts) 4 Kw   Model Attiva 2L.2 
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Diagrams for customer maintenance service 
Maintenance / complaints processes diagram  
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Time Period_________                                                                  Date_________________ 
_____              
Purpose__________                                                                      
Name______________________                                                                           













      
% per maintenance service (actual vs planned)       
% per departments and activities       
% per new product (actual vs planned)       
% per new service (actual vs planned)       
Quality 
 
      
% failures to achieve customer satisfaction 
Organized by departments and activities 
      
% product complaints follow-through on time        
% service complaints per activity       
% new orders follow-through on time        
Flexibility       
Requests (orders, complaints, suggestions) 
processed simultaneously per department 
      
Bundle cycle-time (minimum 5 vehicles) to 
ensure manufacturing cycle-time in 2 weeks 
      
% checkup calls to clients upon product 
receival/ garage visits,etc… 
      
Speed       
Time to contact for new order       
Time to demand       
Time to request manufacture       
Time to contact after complaint       
Time to request project advertising       
Overall cycle for maintenance order       
Overall cycle time for new order       
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Cause-and-effect guidelines for possible solutions: 
 
Customer-driven quality: allow suggestions for products and services improvements demand for new 
products, new features and complaints in website and direct sales. 
Leadership – training by CEO on TQM – frequent seminars, courses  
Continuous improvements – seek ways to deliver products and services better and faster. Ex.: ITALCAR 
use Fedex to deliver parts not available at warehouse or garage; send to garage on arrival day or next for 
replacement with post enregisterment. Control day of arrival; force garage to replace and submit to 
customer within next 2 days. 
Full participation – reward and recognition system – salesperson empowerment through KPI monitoring 
and incentives and motivation programs and yearly training with ITALCAR. 
Rapid response – control garage time; use FEDEX; use warehouse of extra pieces more common to 
default (prevention techniques); bundle orders quickly to ensure manufacturing by ITALCAR in less than 
2 weeks. Ensure 5 days transportation maximum by Transalpina. Accord 1 week maximum for graphic 
production; perform project advertising in 2 days maximum with margin of other 2 days for changes upon 
client disapproval;   
 Long-range outlook – plan today for new vehicles typologies, study market for those vehicles; Keep 
track of requests outside-of-the-box: analyse for trends. 
Partnership development- align partners objectives with yours, give incentives to Transalpina, 
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Assumptions for implementation plan 
Information on Charging Stations Prices and Characteristics 
Time price nr of vehicles 
3 hours 3000 1 at time 
12 minutes 
7418,94
8 1 at time 
http://www.standingpr.com/clients/news/aker_wade_and_coulomb_technologies_announce_fast-charging_stations_for_elec/ 
                
Information on Price and computation of number of brochures required for warehouse 
            
number of requests to graphic (amounts of 100 each) 5 number of leaflets year     500 
Price (each bundle of 100 is 23,52 euros) 118 number of leaflets month     42 
* http://www.cargoedicoes.pt/site/Default.aspx?tabid=380&id=2356&area=Cargo 
                
Information on prices of panflets* 
Panflet characteristics:   Qtd. One side (euros) 
Two-sided 
(euros)   
Folded brochures - 4 pages   25 8,82 10,08   
Format: A6-148x105 mm   50 13,02 15,96   
Dimensions with Bleed: 156 x 113 mm   75 16,38 20,16   
Dimensions without Bleed: 148 x 105 mm   100 18,48 23,52   
Colour options: one side – coloured           
Paper type: 150g               
http://www.optimalprint.pt/escolher/brochuras 
                
Information on Price for Advertising elements for vehicles 
nr vehicles         66 
vinil cost             16 
Total             3744 
*consultation from Numbernine Graphic Services 
        
material for guest room material for office material for warehouse 
Table 199 2 desks 200 charging station 3000 
4 chairs 600 2 chairs 300     
foot + ceiling lamp 100 2 laptops+printer 
250
0       
Carpet 200 hardware 100 
overall 
furniture 2953 
2 cabinets 904 2 lamps + ceiling 110     
    carpet 200       
    movable cabinets 140       
    software 
553
6       
Total Price 14089 
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